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Capacity-based Antenna Selection Scheme for
Downlink Transmission in Distributed Antenna System
Recognizing the potential of a DAS as a future radio access network architecture,
we propose a RAU selection scheme based on capacity maximization for downlink
transmission in DAS. This research was conducted jointly with the National
Mobile Communications Research Laboratory (Professor Xiaohu You), Southeast
University, China.
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2. DAS Architecture and
Transmission Capacity
In DAS, geographically distributed
RAU are connected by optical fiber to one
Central Unit (CU) to form a single Generalized cell (G-cell). Here, a RAU consists

*1 IMT-Advanced: A standard ranked as the successor to IMT-2000 at International Telecommunication Union–Radiocommunication Sector
(ITU-R). It calls for data rates of about 100 Mbit/s
for high mobility and 1 Gbit/s for low mobility.
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*2 WINNER: A European research forum established in 2004 with the aim of developing radio
transmission technologies for next-generation
mobile communications.
*3 IEEE802.16j: A next-generation wireless Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) standard based on

IEEE802.16 to provide a relay environment. It
achieves a communication range of several kilometers square (maximum 50 km), which represents a significant jump in coverage compared to
IEEE802.11, the existing wireless LAN standard.
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Figure 3 Channel matrix from transmitters to receiver

*5

plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) , and blanket

*4 Multihop: A communication system that allows
terminals to communicate directly with each other
and enables widely separated terminals to
exchange data by relaying via multiple terminals
in a network composed of hierarchically arranged
terminals.
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*5 SINR: In contrast to SNR, the ratio of signal
strength to noise strength, SINR is the ratio of signal strength to the sum of noise strength and interference strength.
*6 Channel matrix: Channel response (see *9)
between multiple transmit/receive antennas

expressed in matrix form.
*7 Gaussian noise: Noise that has a normal distribution.
*8 Shadowing: A phenomenon in which radio
waves are blocked by buildings, signs, vehicles,
or other objects.
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Here, n denotes the number of selected
RAUs and P the total transmit power of the
CU. Transmission capacity when using nA

selected RAUs can be given by equation
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(4) from equations (2) and (3).
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Figure 4 Example of RAU dynamic selection

and {g i'} denotes {g i} in descending
order.
3.3 RAU Selection Scheme Based
on Capacity Maximization
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received from each RAU and feeds back

with MT mobility, i.e., with fluctuations

distributed in a single G-cell with each

the average value over a certain time

in the measurement of received SINR of

RAU having one antenna (Figure 5). As

interval to the CU.

each RAU. Figure 4 shows an example

one example, we set distance attenuation

Step 2: The CU arranges the RAUs in

of RAU dynamic selection in conjunction

coefficient
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by the grid in Fig. 5, we assume that a MT

capacity becomes maximum using equa-
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tively.

Repeating the above procedure at
fixed intervals enables optimal RAUs to
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*11

to 4 and averaged received

Figure 6 shows the number of transmit RAUs for which capacity is maxi-

3.4 Performance Evaluation

mum for MTs at the six locations from A

be selected at all times in accordance

We consider the case of seven RAUs

to F. As shown, the optimal number of

*9 Channel response: A parameter expressing the
attenuation, phase rotation, and delay received by
a signal while passing along the radio propagation
path from transmit to receive points.
*10 Covariance matrix: A matrix whose diagonal
components express the variance of each variable

in a set of variables and whose other elements
each express the degree of correlation between
two variables with respect to their direction of
change (positive/negative).

*11 Distance attenuation coefficient: The nth
power of the distance between the transmitter and
receiver is used when calculating propagation loss
in mobile communications. This “n” is the distance attenuation coefficient.
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RAUs for the MTs at locations A and D is
Downlink average capacity (bit/s/hz)

3.5

3, that at locations B and C is 2, and that
at E and F is 1. These results demonstrate
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Figure 6 Capacity versus no. of RAUs for MTs at different locations
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mal number of RAUs so that capacity is
maximum. In short, transmission capacity
is always maximum with the proposed
scheme compared with the conventional

Figure 7 CDF of downlink capacity

schemes. These results also show that
capacity is greater for the case of 2
receive antennas.

4. Field Experiments
As part of the FuTURE project, phase
2, a test bed was constructed in Shanghai
and field experiments conducted with the
purpose of testing both Time-DivisionDuplex (TDD)

*13

and Frequency-Divi-

sion-Duplex (FDD)

*14

types of MIMO-

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi(a) RAU (8 antennas)

(b) MT interior (4 antennas)

Photo 1 External view of RAU and MT

*15

plexing (OFDM)

wireless transmission

technology. Photo 1 shows the RAU and
MT used in the experiments.

*12 CDF: A function that represents the probability
that a random variable will take on a value less
than or equal to a certain value.
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For these experiments, a 20-MHz

tion scheme achieving maximum capacity
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